The Human Rights Council adopts a milestone resolution on the prevention of
violations
Geneva-Kampala, 7 October 2020 — The UN Human Rights Council (HRC) took a decisive step
to enhance its capacity to respond to human rights emergencies and to prevent crises by adopting a milestone resolution today. The resolution strengthens the HRC’s prevention mandate,
highlights the importance of identifying risk factors and root causes of crises, and outlines the
role human rights defenders (HRDs) and civil society play in bringing early warning information
to the attention of the international community.
“The Council’s recognition of the role of human rights defenders and organisations in raising the alarm on human rights emergencies is of critical importance” said Hassan Shire,
Executive Director, DefendDefenders. “Early action and preventive engagement should be the
approach of the entire UN system, as the cost of inaction can be tremendous.”
The resolution, which was developed by a committed group of states (Norway, Sierra Leone, Switzerland, and Uruguay), goes a long way toward operationalising the HRC’s prevention mandate.
It highlights the contributions the HRC makes to the prevention of human rights crises, emphasises the interlinkages between the three pillars of the UN (peace and security, sustainable development, and human rights), and mainstreams prevention throughout the work of the HRC. It
also requests the UN Secretary-General to bring reports of the HRC that have a prevention dimension to the attention of other bodies, including the Security Council.
The resolution requests the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) to
strengthen its early warning capability and to bring information on patterns of human rights violations and heightened risks of human rights emergencies to the attention of states. In this regard, data and early warning signs emanating from HRDs and civil society play a key role. The
resolution stresses the need to protect them from intimidation and reprisals.
“Attacks against HRDs and civil society can in themselves constitute early warning signs,”
said Nicolas Agostini, Representative to the UN for DefendDefenders. “States should now apply
objective criteria, such as these attacks and other civic space restrictions, to country-specific situations to respond to emergencies and prevent full-fledged crises.”
Lastly, the resolution makes an important contribution to preventive engagement and diplomacy,
as it highlights the need for the UN system to support states in building national resilience, as
well as the possibility for the HRC to resort to dialogue and cooperation to prevent violations and
respond promptly to human rights emergencies.

Ahead of the Council’s 45th regular session (14 September-7 October 2020), DefendDefenders advocated for a strong resolution on the contribution of the HRC to the prevention of human rights
violations. Together with partners, we called1 on states to use civic space indicators (including
restrictions to freedoms of expression, peaceful assembly and association, and attacks against
HRDs and civil society) as objective criteria to assess human rights situations. In this regard, civic
space restrictions are often early warning signs of human rights crises.
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